**Our important plants**

Can you find them in the Art Garden?

**Bluebells**

Bluebell sap is sticky and was used in medieval times to attach feathers to arrows. Bluebells can also be used in medicines, but you must not eat them!

**Geranium**

However, the leaves and petals of scented geraniums are edible. What do they **smell** like? Can you **touch** their leaves gently? What do they **feel** like?

**Mint and Thyme**

Mint and thyme are both herbs. They can be used in cooking, medicine and are even used in perfumes.

Did you know that the Ancient Greeks believed that thyme was the source of courage? And the Ancient Egyptians used thyme when making mummies!
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**Your important plants**

Which plants are your favourites? Can you tell us why? And can you draw them?
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Follow us for more information

Facebook: facebook.com/thewhitworth

Instagram: @whitworthart

Twitter: @whitworthart

#WhitworthFamilies
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